Introduction
Richard Sullivan (1989 Sullivan ( , 1990 has argued that patent statistics can shed light on the ongoing debates on the timing and the nature of innovation during the British Industrial Revolution. The time series of English patents exhibits a significant structural break around 1760 and this would indicate, at least according to Sullivan, a momentous acceleration of technical progress taking place in that period. Furthermore, the distribution of patents across industrial sectors displays a rather low level of concentration pointing to the relatively widespread nature of inventive activities. Considered together these two findings may be regarded as providing evidence in support of the "traditional" interpretation of the Industrial Revolution as a phase of rapid and widespread technical change, while contradicting the revisionist view put forward by Crafts and Harley arguing for a more gradual dynamics, initially restricted only to a handful of modernized sectors (Crafts and Harley, 1992 ).
Sullivan's findings are, however, critically dependent on the reliability of patent counts as indicators of innovation. In fact, historians such as MacLeod (1988) , O'Brien et al. (1995) and more recently Nuvolari (2004) and Moser (2005) have suggested that a sizable share of inventive activities was undertaken outside the coverage of patent protection. Therefore, one should be extremely cautious in gauging the dynamics of invention during the Industrial Revolution by looking at trends in patent counts. Furthermore, patents differed greatly in their quality and, as a result, the use of simple patent counts for reconstructing the patterns of technical change during this period may be unwarranted.
In this paper we examine the issue of the quality of patents during the Industrial Revolution. We provide a comprehensive appraisal of the quality of all English patents granted in the period 1617-1841 using a historical source that so far has been neglected. This source is the Reference Index of Patents of Invention, 1617-1852 edited by Bennet Woodcroft and published in 1855.
For each patent, the Reference Index volume provides a list of references (either to technical and engineering literature or to legal proceedings and commentaries) where the patent specification is mentioned. Our basic assumption is that the relative "visibility" of each patent in Woodcroft's Reference Index provides a reasonable proxy for its relative technical and economic significance (only patents of non-trivial economic value are likely to be extensively discussed in the technical literature or at the centre of litigations). This approach is analogous to the use of patent citations as measures of the value of patents in the contemporary literature .
On the basis of Woodcroft's Reference Index, we assign a quality score to each patent in our period of interest. The first step of our study is to assess the reliability of our new indicator of patent quality. We establish that patents classified as radical innovations by Baker (1976) and patents taken by inventors listed in the 2004 edition of the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and in another selection of "great inventors" recently compiled by Allen (2009) are systematically characterized by high quality scores (also after controlling for other patent characteristics). This result, in our interpretation provides significant corroboration of the general reliability of our indicator of patent quality. Furthermore, the distribution of the quality scores both at the aggregate level and at the level of individual industries is highly skewed and similar to those characteristic of modern patent data .
The second step of our analysis is to examine the distribution of high quality patents both over time and across industrial sectors. We find that, in comparison with the distribution of total patents over time, the distribution of high quality patents is clustered on an earlier period. Additionally, the distribution of high quality patents across industries is significantly more concentrated than the distribution of total patents. In this way, our proposed indicator of patent quality seems to offer a way of reconciling the patent evidence with the "revisionist view" put forward by Crafts and Harley (1992) . Concerning the timing of the Industrial Revolution, our findings seem in line with the traditional chronology, confirming that the second half of the eighteenth century (1762-1801) was characterized by a clustering of critical technical breakthroughs (high quality patents). In terms of the scope of the change, our findings indicate that, although patents were relatively widespread across industries, patents of relatively high quality were localized in a more restricted number of sectors. Our findings can be reconciled with the dynamics of productivity growth posited in the Crafts-Harley view (Crafts and Harley, 1992) by interpreting the pattern of innovation of the Industrial Revolution as a two-stage process, as suggested by Mokyr (1999, pp. 20-23) and more recently by Allen (2009, pp. 135-155) . The first stage, broadly coinciding with the "take-off" of the traditional chronology (1760-1800) is the phase when, in a number of key-sectors, critical technical breakthroughs, or macroinventions in the sense of Mokyr (1990, pp. 13-14) , such as steam engines and textile machinery were invented. The second stage, corresponding to the period (1810-1840), may be seen as the phase during which the potential of the macroinventions became fully realized by virtue of streams of microinventions that greatly improved their performance. Obviously, it is in the second phase that we should expect to find a significant impact of technical change on productivity growth.
Estimating patent quality
One of the well-known limitations of the use of simple patent counts as indicator of technical progress is the different quality of the inventions covered by individual patents. This point is effectively made by O'Brien et al. (1996, p. 165): In their quantitative work, cliometricians and economists are prone to aggregate recorded inventions into an index, purporting to represent annual and cyclical variations in the volume of technological change within particular industries or across national economies as a whole. Such an index would be extremely useful to historians, but, except for entirely limited purposes, no such indicator can be constructed, since innovations recorded in patents and other documents are unknown and potentially variable proportion of changes in the total flow of invention. Even recorded inventions cannot be aggregated without some system of weighting to account for variations in their economic and technological significance.
So ideally, one would like to be able to assign each patent a weight reflecting its technological and economic significance. Sullivan (1995) , although acknowledging the issue of variations in patent quality, proposes that it may not be so severe in practice. We should be aware that English patents until the reform of 1852 required the payment of a very expensive fee, well above the average yearly household income. Thus, according to Sullivan, given the high costs of taking a patent, we could expect that inventors carried out informed assessments of the economic value of the invention in question before patenting it. In other words, we can imagine that the high patent fees acted as a filtering device, screening out inventions of particularly low quality.
In our view, Sullivan is too optimistic. We must remember that the English system was one of registration and not of examination and this means that patents were not subjected to any check concerning their technological feasibility. Furthermore, as noted by MacLeod (1988) , in this period there were several heterodox uses of the patent system (e.g. using patents not for protecting innovations, but as an advertisement or reputation device; this, for example, was a common practice in the medical business). This clearly aggravates the problem of variations in patent quality. In this respect, detailed examinations of the contents of patents for specific industries may provide us with important insights. An exercise along these lines has been recently carried out by MacLeod et al. (2003) . They examined a sample of 2010 British patents in steam engineering in the period 1800-1900 and found that 365 of these patents (corresponding to a sizable 18.1%) were granted to "perpetual motion" machines or other inventions which were not technically feasible. Notably, 217 of these impossible patents were granted in the period 1860-1900, that is well after the formulation of the principles of classic thermodynamics by Clausius and Kelvin in the early 1850s, which scientifically proved the impossibility of a perpetual motion engine.
However, recent developments in the economics of innovation suggest that the "nihilist" view of O'Brien, Griffiths and Hunt may not be completely warranted and that the problem of variations in the value of patents can be tackled rather effectively by constructing indicators of quality using patent characteristics that are likely to be positively correlated with the economic value of patents.
The first example of this approach to the measurement of the value of patents is the use of renewal data pioneered by Schankerman and Pakes (Schankerman and Pakes, 1986 ; see also Bessen, 2008 for a more recent contribution in this vein). Most modern patent systems require patent owners to pay a renewal fee at fixed time intervals in order to keep the patent in force. In fact, only few patents are kept in force for their full lifetime. Thus, it is possible to estimate the value of an individual patent by considering the amount of renewal fees that the owner of the patent has paid to keep the patent "alive". The underlying assumption is that a patent owner will pay the renewal fee for a given period only if he expects that this payment will be lower than the discounted streams of profits generated by the patent. Sullivan (1994) has applied this method to historical patent data by providing estimates of the value of British patents in the period 1852-1876. 1 The approach, however, cannot be used for the English patent system in the period 1617-1852 because the system did not impose the payment of renewal fees after the granting of the patent. The second approach pioneered by Trajtenberg (1990) is the assessment of the economic value of patents using the number of citations received. The intuition is relatively straightforward: when a patent has received many citations, this means that it contains knowledge that was used in a large number of subsequent technological developments. The actual existence of a positive correlation between citations received and the economic value of patents was documented by Trajtenberg (1990) for the case of US patents in computed tomography and it has been subsequently confirmed in a number of empirical studies both for US and European patents (see Sampat and Ziedonis, 2004 and van Zeebroeck, in press for useful surveys). Another indicator that is gaining popularity is the use of information on the filing of legal oppositions or on patent litigations (Harhoff et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2004) . The rationale underlying the use of this information is the idea that oppositions and legal disputes will tend to revolve around patents of higher economic value.
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In this paper, we study the feasibility of employing an approach similar to the contemporary practice of constructing citationbased indicators of patent quality to the case of the English patent system in the Industrial Revolution period. The English patent system of the time did not prescribe the use of citations to previous patents for defining prior art. Therefore, we should look for an alternative historical source suitable of being used for constructing a plausible proxy for the value of patents.
Bennet Woodcroft and the Reference Index
Before the reform of 1852, a patent application could be lodged in anyone of these three Public Offices in London: Rolls Chapel Office, Petty Bag Office and Enrolment Office. In this way patent specifications were dispersed in three different locations. Furthermore, the system also lacked an effective search catalogue providing easy access to the specifications of existing patents. This was seen as an important problem: for an inventor was almost impossible to have a clear picture of the state of art covered by existing patents (Gomme, 1946; Hewish, 2000) .
From the early 1830s, several patent agents had begun to construct lists and indexes of existing patents. With the reform of the patent system in 1852, the new Patent Office Commissioners decided to address this problem by funding a major publication of indexes and abridgments of the patents granted from 1617 to 1852. The Commissioners entrusted this task to Bennet Woodcroft, who had already been working on his own at the construction of patent indexes for specific industries such as steam navigation and textile machinery.
3 Woodcroft was probably the optimal choice for this task. He was energetic and his efforts were sustained by a strong belief in the beneficial role of patents not only as a system of incentives for innovation, but also as a powerful "information system" for engineers (and also for historians).
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Woodcroft and his team of clerks undertook the construction of the system of indexes following a straightforward approach. Each patent was assigned a progressive number (on the basis of its date). The first volume published was a Chronological Index, followed by an Alphabetical Index and this in turn was followed by a Subject Index. These three indexes provided an indispensable 1 The findings of MacLeod et al. (2003) suggest a cautionary attitude towards the use of renewal data. In their study they find that many potentially valuable steam engineering patents were not renewed (this was most probably due to the limited financial resources of many patent holders). Vice versa, even some technically impossible inventions were kept in force for the full patent duration.
2 A third approach in this stream of literature is the estimation of patent values by means of econometric models linking the market value of firms to their patent portfolio (see Bessen, 2009 for a recent example). Also this approach is not feasible for the period of the first industrial devolution because the large majority of example were owned by individuals. 3 Bennet Woodcroft (1803-1879) was himself a talented inventor, who took several patents (at least two of major technical importance). During his life, he enjoyed friendships with some of the most important engineers of the time such as J. Whithworth, J. Nasmyth and R. Roberts. In 1843 he opened in London an office as patent agent and consulting engineer. In 1847 he was appointed professor of machinery at University College. In 1852 with the passing of the Patent Law Amendment Act, Woodcroft was appointed assistant to the commissioners. He was in charge of the publication of all the specifications of patents for the period 1617-1852 together with the relative series of indexes. On Woodcroft's life and achievements, see Hewish (1982) and Harrison (2006, pp. 55-66) . 4 In 1851 Woodcroft in front of the Select Committee of the House of Lords on patent laws insisted on the advantages of implementing an effective index system and of printing the full patent specifications: "Anyone who had the ambition to become the historian of inventions, could not do better than take such a work on patents, because he would there not only find the true course of inventions, but he would also find every futile effort made in that direction…..It would be the most valuable encyclopaedia of invention ever published" (House of Lords, 1851, p. 403) . For an account of the publication of Woodcroft's indexes, against the background of contemporary debates on the reform of the patent system, see MacLeod (2007, pp. 251-264) .
orientation in the field for would-be patentees. The usefulness of these sources is also confirmed by the very intense use that historians of technology have done of this material. The set of indexes was completed in 1855 by the publication of the Reference Index (Hewish, 2000, p. 35-36) . The index is structured in chronological/numerical order and for each patent it reports the office of enrolment where the specification was filed. Additionally, for each patent, the index gives a list of references providing information on the patent in question. These references comprise mentions in technical journals and books, law commentaries and reports, Record Office reports and other official publications such as Parliamentary Select Committees. 5 Remarkably, this source so far has received very little attention by historians (to the best of our knowledge the index so far has only been employed by Dutton for examining the outcome of a number of legal disputes over patents, 1984, pp. 78-79) .
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A typical entry of Woodcroft's Reference Index is represented in Table 1 . The patent in question is the one granted in 1769 to James Watt for the separate condenser. The entry gives references to the technical and legal literature where the patent is mentioned, while the last line of the table indicates in which office the specification was lodged (in this case Rolls Chapel). Table 2 provides the example of another entry. This is for a patent covering an improvement in the Newcomen engine developed by William Symington. This was surely a valuable invention, but whose economic and technological significance was relatively minor in comparison to Watt's separate condenser.
7 For this patent, as one would have expected, the Reference Index contains a much lower number of references. Table 3 contains a list of all publications that were referenced more than 10 times in Woodcroft's Reference Index over the period 1617-1841. In order to illustrate the changing coverage of different publications over time, the columns of the table show the number of references for different subperiods, each of these covering a time interval during which 2000 patents, chronologically arranged, were granted. For example the first column contains the number of references for patents from number 1 to number 2000 (granted over the period 1617-1794). The last column gives the total number of reference throughout the entire period 1617-1841. Overall, the publications used in the compilation of Woodcroft's Reference Index can be classified in three broad categories: i) publications reporting latest developments in science and technology (in particular those embodied in patents recently granted), ii) engineering journals and books containing discussion of merits and limitations of specific technical solutions, iii) legal commentaries on patent laws and cases. We should note that this classification gives just a preliminary orientation to the contents of Woodcroft's Reference Index and that in several cases a specific publication may be not straightforwardly classified in one of the three categories. The first category contains specialized journals edited by patent agents that published regularly selections of patent specifications. 8 This specialized literature represented an important channel of information fuelling the emergence of the market for patented inventions identified by Dutton (1984) in the first half of the nineteenth century. The first important publication of this kind was the Repertory of Arts and Manufactures, first published in 1794, whose aim was to establish "a vehicle, by means of which new discoveries and improvements in Arts and Manufactures, may be transmitted to the public". The 5 There first edition of the Reference Index was published in 1855. A second edition based on a slightly more extensive number of references was published in 1862. In this paper we use this second edition. 6 The publication of these indexes was followed by a further attempt to summarize and classify by subject all the existing patent specifications by publishing a series of volumes Abridgments of Patent Specifications. Each of these volumes contained a succinct description of all the patent specifications pertaining to specific technological subject. 7 On Symington's improved Newcomen engine design, see Harvey and Downs-Rose (1974) . 8 See Harrison (2006, pp. 224-226) for an overview of the publishing activities of some early patent agents. editors noted that a selection of "specifications of patents will form a considerable, and, it is presumed, interesting part of this work." (Anon., 1794, pp. i-ii) . In the 1820s two noteworthy new journals that published regularly selections of patent specifications were launched: the London Journal of Arts and Sciences edited by William Newton, whose declared goal was to publish the "earliest information relative to every useful discovery and invention in practical mechanics, as well as such other novel inventions as are applicable to the arts, manufactures and agriculture" (Newton, 1820, p. i) and the Register of Arts and Sciences first issued in 1824, that had similar editorial scope. Finally, The Inventors' Advocate and Patentee Recorder first issued in 1839 aimed to become "an efficient medium of communication between inventors, patentees, capitalists and the public at large". In terms of contents, the journal set itself the task to give its readers "earliest, and exclusive information with matters connected with science and art, discoveries and inventions". The journal would publish the full specification of the "most important" patents (Anon., 1839, p. 1). The second category contains engineering journals and books that did not limit themselves to summarize the contents of patents, but discussed in more depth the merits and limitations of the technical solutions contained in some patented inventions. For example, Luke Hebert, a famous patent agent, with the The Engineer's and Mechanic's Encyclopedia intended to offer a "judicious selection of all those machines, engines, manipulations, processes and discoveries, that now lie scattered throughout several hundreds of volumes of the scientific journals or are inscribed in obsolete characters upon the rolls of the Court of Chancery in the form of specifications of patent inventions" (Hebert, 1836, p. ii) . Mechanics' Magazine and The Artizan can be regarded as journals that falls in this category. The aim of Mechanics' Magazine was "to promote a better acquaintance with the history and principles of the arts" together with "earlier information…of new discoveries, inventions and improvements" (Anon., 1823) . Technical treatises covering specific technology fields such as Ure's Cotton Manufacture and Stuart's History of the Steam Engine also belong to this second category. The third category comprises publications that were clearly more aimed to be digests of patent cases, such as the famous patent treatises by Carpmael, Holroyd and Webster. However, even in these publications, legal considerations were often interwoven with technical discussions. Overall, Table 3 indicates that the bulk of the publications used in the compilation of the Reference Index is largely of technical nature (either specialized journals publishing systematically selections of patent specifications or more elaborated technical commentaries of specific patents). The extension of this publishing activity suggests that, even if before 1852 patent specifications were of difficult access because dispersed in three different offices, a considerable amount of the technical information embodied in patent specifications was actually placed in the public domain by virtue of the growth of this specialized literature that reported and discussed the contents of patents (Mokyr, 2009, p. 409; Moser, 2010) . We suggest that the number of references listed in Woodcroft's Reference Index provides a good indication of the "visibility" of a specific patent in the contemporary technical and legal literature. In this paper we study the feasibility of constructing an index of the economic value of patents based on the number of references listed in Woodcroft's Reference Index.
9 Our assumption is that patents which are more significant from a technical point of view will tend to be cited more often in the technical literature. Furthermore, we also assume that patents with high economic importance will be more likely to become the subject of legal controversies. Thus, we propose that the number of references listed in Woodcroft's Reference Index can serve as a reasonable proxy of the economic value or "quality" of the patent. 10 This approach is obviously analogous to the use of patent citations as proxy for the economic value of patents adopted in the modern literature on innovation. On reflection, there are two main limitations of the Reference Index as indicator of patent value when compared to patent renewals and citations. With respect to renewals, the number of references has the disadvantage of not being a metric susceptible of a straightforward economic interpretation, whereas renewals provide a direct assessment of patent values in monetary terms. With respect to patent citations, the number of references has the disadvantage of being a composite indicator of the visibility of a patent in the contemporary specialized literature (i.e., publications can mention the same patent for different reasons). Instead patent citations are the outcome of a fairly "regulated" search process aimed at defining the prior art of the patented invention. However, in comparison to modern patent citations, the number of references in the Reference Index has the advantage of being the product of a relatively homogenous source (Woodcroft and his team of clerks), whereas modern patent citations are generated by heterogeneous sources (inventors, patent attorneys and patent examiners). Furthermore, it is also increasingly recognized that citing behavior in modern patent systems is affected by strategic considerations, e.g. an inventor may be reluctant to cite a patent that may disrupt some novelty claims. This problem, instead, is not present in the case of the Reference Index. In fact, it is worth noting that the nature of the references of the Reference Index is more similar to that of citations in modern scientific literature than to contemporary patent citations. 11 In this sense, our approach is akin to bibliometric studies providing assessments of the importance of a scientific paper on the basis of the citations received in the subsequent literature.
9 A similar exercise has been carried out by Sullivan (1989, pp. 431-433) . His quality indicator is simply the number of different classes in which a patent is listed in Woodcroft's Subject Index. This would be analogous to the count of patent classes in contemporary patents, so in our view, it should be properly considered a measure of generality rather than of quality . 10 The Reference Index volume was prepared in the early 1850s. This means that Woodcroft and his team of clerks, due to lack of hindsight, may have faced more difficulties in preparing accurate and complete list of references for the most recent patents. In order to minimize this problem, in this paper we restrict our analysis to the period 1617-1841. This means that each patent in our sample can at least enjoy a period of ten years for becoming "fully visible" in the technical and legal literature. 
The construction of the patent quality indicator
Our approach is to assign to each patent a quality score that is equal to the number of references listed in Woodcroft's Reference Index. In our sample, this indicator has a lower bound of 0 (patents with no references and for which the index contains only information concerning the public office in which the specification was lodged) . We will refer to this indicator as Woodcroft Reference Index (WRI).
12 Fig. 1 shows the annual number of granted patents over the period 1617-1841. The gap in the series corresponds to the period of the civil war, Commonwealth and the Protectorate (1641-1660) when the patent system was practically dismantled and no patents were granted (MacLeod, 1988, p. 16) . Fig. 2 displays the yearly average number of references per patent in Woodcroft's Reference Index as a thin line. Fig. 2 also shows as a thick line the average number of references for the following subperiods: 1617-1701, 1702-1721, 1722-1741, 1742-1761, 1762-1781, 1782-1801, 1802-1811, 1812-1821, 1822-1831, 1832-1841 and as a dotted thick line the yearly average number of references smoothed using the Hodrick-Prescott filter.
13 It is quite clear that the time series of the yearly average number of references shows a cyclical behavior around an upward trend, revealing a propensity of more recent patents to be mentioned in a higher number of references. This increase in the number of references reflects both the sustained expansion of the English literature on science and technology taking place during the eighteenth and early nineteenth century (Mokyr, 2009, pp 46-48) and the growth of the specialized literature on patents, also related to the growing public awareness of the working of the patent system (MacLeod, 1988, pp 146-147) . Clearly, if one were to use simply the number of references as indicator of patent quality when comparing patents granted in different years, he could obtain results that are possibly biased by the variations over time in the number of references per patent. 14 This type of problem is indeed present in 12 Thus, going back to the examples of Tables 1 and 2 , patent 913 is assigned a WRI score of 20 and patent 2544 a WRI score of 2. 13 We have used a parameter of 6.25 for the Hodrick-Prescott filter as suggested by Ravn and Uhlig (2002) . 14 The growth in the average number references per patent is mostly accounted for the increasing number of specialized periodicals reporting and commenting the specifications of selections of contemporary patents. modern patent data. Also in this case the propensity to cite other patents is not constant over time. For example, the computerization of patent databases during the 1980s enhanced the search of prior art for inventors and patent examiners leading to an increase in the average number of citations per patent (Hall et al., 2002, p. 418-419) . A common way to solve this issue is to divide the citations received by a given patent by the mean of citations received by all patents belonging to the same time cohort. This means using as a benchmark citation intensity for assessing the quality of an individual patent, the average number of citations received by patents of the same time cohort. This procedure is usually referred to as "fixed effects" approach (Hall et al., 2002, pp 437-441) . Here we adopt the same type of adjustment by dividing the number of references of each individual patent for the average number of references received by all patents in the time cohorts corresponding to the fixed subperiods used for the drawing the thick line of Fig. 2 . This is our adjusted indicator of the economic value of patents, which we shall call adjusted Woodcroft Reference Index (WRI*). As a first step, it is important to check how sensitive the quality indicator is to the choice of the time intervals employed for benchmarking the reference intensity. Table 4 reports the Spearman rank correlations matrix between patents whose quality has been measured using different types of fixed-effects adjustments. The first column ("Woodcroft raw") refers simply to patents whose quality was measured by the "raw" number of references without any type of adjustment, the second column refers to patents whose quality was measured using as benchmark the yearly average number of references, the third column refers to patents whose quality was measured using as benchmark the average number of references for the fixed subperiods of Fig. 2 , the fourth column refers to patents whose quality was measured using as benchmark the time series of the yearly average number of patents smoothed using the HodrickPrescott filter, the fifth column refers to patents whose quality has been measured by dividing their number of references by the number of publications retrieved in the Goldsmiths'-Kress Library of Economic Literature using the keyword "patent" in the publication years corresponding to the fixed subperiods of Fig. 2 . 15 The Goldsmiths'-Kress Library is one of the largest collections of publications in English covering the period 1450-1850. It is important to note that, notwithstanding its title, the collection is not restricted only to economic subjects, but it contains a large amount of engineering publications and legal treatises (including most publications listed in Table 3 ). Therefore, the aim of this last column is to examine the effects of a benchmark that does not reflect only the variations over time of the references in Woodcroft's index, but instead captures the more general trends in the broad literature (books and journals) related to patents. Table 4 shows that all indicators of patent quality calculated using more sophisticated adjustment procedures appear strongly correlated with each other. Furthermore, even the simple "raw" counting of the number of references is strongly correlated with the indicators calculated using the more sophisticated adjustment procedures. The main reason for this result is that historically significant patents (such as James Watt's patent for the separate condenser) have, in comparison to all other patents, a significantly higher number of references. For this reason, even without fixed-effects adjustment, they will receive a high quality score even when compared to patents belonging to later time cohorts characterized by higher average reference numbers. Overall, the results of Table 4 indicate that the use of different approaches for benchmarking the reference intensity is not likely to have major effects on the relative assessment of patents (in the sense that the different approaches will tend to single out highly overlapping groups of patents as those with a high quality). In the rest of this paper we will use the time cohorts corresponding to the fixed subperiods of Fig. 2 to construct our quality indicator adjustment using the fixed-effects procedure. Table 4 also suggests that the use of a quality indicator based number of references is better suited for the identification of groups of high quality patents, rather than as a precise index for measuring the quality of individual patents. Accordingly, in this paper we will employ the quality indicator to study the characteristics of patents belonging to different quality percentiles (limiting in this way the impact of measurement errors at the level of individual patents).
Assessing the reliability of the patent quality indicator
To substantiate the reliability of the indicator of patent quality based on Woodcroft's Reference Index we need to compare it with some independent measure of patent quality. To perform this task, we will construct four lists of "important patents" that can be used to validate our patent quality indicator. Khan and Sokoloff (1993) have first used inclusion in biographical dictionaries as a method for identifying "great inventors" (i.e., those responsible for the most historically significant inventions) in the US case. More recently Khan and Sokoloff (2008) have carried out a comparative study of American and British "great inventors" using the same method. Khan and Sokoloff (2008) have constructed their British sample of "great inventors" using the 2004 edition of the Dictionary of National Biography (DNB). Here we will follow this type of approach and consider patents awarded to inventors included in the Dictionary of National Biography as of particular historical significance. In our period of interest, we have been able to retrieve 218 patentees whose biographical profile is included in the DNB. These inventors were responsible for 723 patents. This is our first list of "important patents". 15 We have retrieved the number of publications using the search catalogue of the digital edition of the Goldsmiths'-Kress Library published by Gale publishing. Allen (2009, pp. 242-271) has also recently constructed two samples of British "great inventors" with a specific focus on the economic significance of the inventions they produced. Allen's first list of "great inventors" has been constructed by considering all the inventors active in Britain between 1660 and 1800 mentioned in Singer et al. (1957 Singer et al. ( , 1958 . This sample has been integrated also considering Mokyr (1990) and Mantoux (1928) . This list contains 54 inventors that were responsible for 133 patents in total. Allen's second list of inventors is more restricted and contains 10 "superstar" inventors that can be regarded as responsible for genuine "macroinventions" in the sense of Mokyr (1990) . These "macro inventors" were responsible for 27 patents. Allen's lists of "great" and "macro" inventors are the sources of our second and third list of "important patents".
Another interesting source for the identification of important patents is Baker (1976). Baker's list is meant to include the "most important" patents granted in Britain over the period . An initial selection was originally compiled by the staff of the enquiry desk of the British patent office in the early 1970s. This selection was extended by Baker through an extensive search in the technical and historical literature (Baker, 1976, pp. 7-25 ). Baker's list of important patents has been employed by Kleinknecht (1987) and Silverberg and Verspagen (2003) for testing the Schumpeterian hypothesis of the existence of temporal clusterings of radical innovations. In our period of interest, we have 137 patents belonging to the Baker list. This is our fourth list of "important patents". Table 5 shows that there is an imperfect overlap between the lists of patents identified using the DNB, Allen's two lists of inventors and the Baker list. In Table 5 , the diagonal cells contain the total number of patents in each of these lists. Cells outside the diagonal instead contain the number of patents that are included simultaneously in two lists. The most significant differences are clearly between the Baker list and the other great inventor lists (both DNB and Allen's). In particular, respectively 60% (i.e., 82 patents) and 77% (i.e., 105 patents) of the patents in the Baker list are not included in the DNB list and the Allen's lists. In this perspective, these lists of "important patents" seems to reflect a number of relatively independent assessments of the historical significance of inventions and, for this reason, they can be an interesting yardstick for gauging the reliability of our indicator of patent quality.
Our first step is to check whether there are significant differences in the quality scores between patents included in our four lists of "important patents" and the rest of the sample. This is done by performing the non-parametric test of stochastic equality suggested by Fligner and Policello (1981) , which is particularly suited for our case in which we must compare samples of different numerosity possibly characterized by non normal distributions of unknown shape. Given two random variables X and Y, the Fligner-Policello statistic determines whether the Prob [XNY]N0.5. In other words, the Fligner-Policello statistic reveals whether by randomly selecting two patents, one from the "important patents" list and one from the rest of the sample, the probability that the patent from the "important patents" list has a higher quality score measured using WRI* is higher than 0.5. 16 Table 6 contains the results of these Fligner-Policello tests of stochastic equality for the four different lists of "important patents". The first row of Table 6 reports the results for the period 1617-1841. We perform these tests of stochastic equality also for subsets of our total patent sample. The second row of Table 6 considers only patents granted after 1741. In this way, we want to remove from the sample the erratic procedures of the early patent system. In particular, in the early period, patentees were asked only to provide a cursory description of the invention. The filing of a complete written description of the invention (specification), became established practice only in the 1730s (MacLeod, 1988, pp. 48-49) . The third row considers only patents granted after 1781. With this third subset we would like to control for the effect of Liardet vs Johnson (1778) decision that established that the specification should enable anyone skilled in the art to construct the invention. After this decision the specification was definitely recognized as a fundamental aspect for the legal validity of the patent (MacLeod, 1988, p. 49) . The final row considers all patents excluding those subjected to trials in court. 17 Since patent lawsuits were very costly (MacLeod, 1988, pp. 58-74) , it seems unlikely that patents of minor economic importance were subjected to extensive litigation. Hence, references discussing legal issues may be expected to be related to the economic value of patents. In this sense, it seems appropriate to have an indicator that combines references to technical and legal literature (also because in several cases it is difficult to classify precisely the nature of the source used in the index). On the other hand, patents subjected to court trials can attract references because the lawsuit in question represented an important legal precedent, rather than by virtue of their technological significance, so by removing these patents from the sample we may expect to have a more restricted set of patents in which the distribution of references is reflecting, to a major degree, the genuine technological content of the patents, rather than legal issues. Therefore it is surely important to check 16 As a robustness check we have also carried out the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, which is the traditional test to assess the equality of medians between two samples, obtaining results that are fully consistent with those of Table 6 . 17 A list of patents subjected to court trials is provided in Woodcroft (1862, pp. 669-710). whether the relationship between the quality indicator and the "important patents" is confirmed also for this restricted set of patents depurated by lawsuits. The results presented in Table 6 provide a first validation for the construction of quality weights based on the Reference Index. In all cases, the hypothesis of stochastic equality is rejected at a significance level of 1%, indicating that the patents belonging to the list of important patents have a higher probability of assuming higher quality scores than patent in the rest of the sample.
The second approach we adopt in order to examine the relationship between "important patents" and the quality index is to consider our lists of "important patents" as a "treatment" and to examine whether patents that receive this type treatment have a higher odds of being in the highest percentiles of the distribution of our quality indicator, WRI*. In particular, we consider three cases: patents with values that are in the top 50%, 10% and 1% percentiles of the distribution of WRI*.
18 Also in this case we perform this exercise for different selections of the patent sample. The results are displayed in Table 7 . The table shows in all cases oddsratios that are greater than 1 (an odds-ratio of 1 indicates that the odds of a patent of being in the high percentiles quality group is the same for patents in the "important patents" lists and in the rest of the sample) and all significant at the 1% level. This means that patents that are in the lists of important patents have consistently a much higher probability to appear in the three outcome groups (top 50%, top 10% and top 1%) than patents that are not included in the lists. Note that the value of the odds-ratios are higher when we consider as outcome the inclusion of the patent in the top 1% percentile of the quality distribution. The positive relationship between "important patents" and the quality indicator is also obtained through multivariate analysis that controls for the possible influence of other factors. In this case, our dependent variable is the number of references listed for each patent in Woodcroft's Reference Index. As we have mentioned, WRI is an integer number that can take values between 0 and the maximum number of references. Thus, the appropriate estimation technique is a negative binomial regression. Our covariates are the following: i) Dummy variables indicating whether the patentee is a DNB inventor, Allen "Great Inventor", Allen "Macro Inventor" or the patent is in the Baker list. ii) Engineer: a dummy variable indicating whether the occupation of at least one of the patentees is related with engineering type of trades. iii) Number of inventors: a variable indicating the number of inventors. iv) Patent experience: a dummy variable indicating whether at least one of the patentees had already been granted at least a patent before the one in question. v) Foreign communication: a dummy variable indicating whether the patent is the outcome of a communication from abroad. 18 See Agresti (2002, pp. 36-104) for an introduction to the use of odds-ratios in case-control data. Wrigley (1985) and Mitchell and Deane (1962) . vii) Insider: a dummy variable indicating whether the invention patented is related with the occupation of the patentee (e.g., a medicine for physician or a plough for a farmer). Note that the variable has been constructed in such a way to consider only the cases in which the inventor was clearly connected with the occupation of the patentee. When this dummy variable takes a value of 0 this does not mean that the inventor in question is an outsider, but simply that it was not possible to establish with full certainty whether he was an insider in relation to the subject matter of the patent in question. Given the degree of uncertainty in the definition of the variable, we should obviously interpret the estimates of this coefficient with caution.
On the basis of the description of the invention contained in Woodcroft's Chronological Index (Woodcroft, 1854), we have also classified patents in 21 industries (agriculture, carriages, chemicals, clothing, construction, engines, food, furniture, glass, hardware, instruments, leather, manufacturing, medicines, metallurgy, military, mining, paper, pottery, shipbuilding, textiles). 20 This classification is very similar to the one adopted by Moser (2010) . We include in the regressions, dummy variables for controlling for industry effects (textiles is the base reference) and we use time dummies for controlling for the rise over time in the number of references per patent. For the time dummies we have adopted the same subperiods used for computing the adjusted index (WRI*). In this case the period 1832-1841 is the base reference.
The results of the negative binomial regressions are reported in Table 8 . The coefficients of the dummy variables related to significant patents (DNB, Allen "Great Inventor", Allen "Macro Inventor", Baker) are all positive and significant. Furthermore, as one would have expected, the coefficient for Allen's more restricted list of "Great Inventors" is higher than the one for DNB inventors and, in turn, the one for the "Macro Inventors" is higher than the one for Allen's great inventor list. Concerning the other variables, in some specifications the variable "engineer" appears to be positive and significant. This finding is consistent with the literature that pointed to mechanical engineering as the critical innovative sector of the first Industrial Revolution (von Tunzelmann, 1995, pp. 104-122) . In some specifications, the variable "foreign communication" is significant with a negative sign suggesting that patented inventions that were imported from abroad were not of particularly high quality. Finally, the coefficient of the "insider" variable is negative and significant which seems to indicate that the inventions produced by "insiders" were of somewhat minor quality relatively to the rest. In 19 We have also carried out estimations defining the variable "metropolitan" in terms of residence in towns with more than 100,000 inhabitants, obtaining analogous results. 20 In our sample of 9210 patents covering the period 1617-1841, we have not been able to assign only 11 patents to a specific industry due to unclear or insufficient description of the invention. the modern innovation literature it has been indeed pointed out that radical innovations are frequently made by outsiders, who enjoy the advantage of an "uncommitted mind" and in this way have fresh insights on the possible solutions of specific technological problems (Jewkes et al., 1969) . In the period we are considering, consistently with our findings, O'Brien et al. (1996) have contended that, in the textile industries, the most important inventions were made by outsiders who had a pre-professional interest (scientific and technological curiosity, fascination for mechanical contrivances, etc.) in invention, whereas the inventive activities of insiders were mostly of incremental nature (on the possible advantages of outsiders as inventors in this period, see also O'Brien, 1997). The results of Table 8 are also confirmed when performing the regression analysis on subsets of patents restricted to the periods 1742-1841 and 1782-1841 (in order to remove the early periods in which the legal status of the specification was not fully developed) and on the subsets excluding the patents disputed in court cases (to limit the analysis only to the subsample of patents less likely to be mentioned in the legal literature). The results of these regressions are reported in Appendix (Tables A.1, A .2, A.3). Table 9 reports descriptive statistics for WRI*scores across industries. Table 9 suggests the existence of systematic differences in WRI* scores across industries. This is particularly evident when looking at the median values and maximum values of the quality distributions. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of WRI* across industries using histograms. All the distributions are right-skewed (this also confirmed by the summary statistics reported in Table 9) . 21 This means that the majority of patents tend to be negligible (the number of patents with WRI* = 0 is indicated in the last column) or of very low value and that only few patents have high quality scores. Further, all industrial sectors seems capable of producing at least some "high quality" patents, although "technological blockbusters" (patents with quality scores that are more than one order of magnitude higher than the time cohort average) are experienced only in a few sectors. This is fully in line with the findings of the modern literature on the value of patents. All the modern indicators of patent quality (number of citations received, renewal data and survey data based on inventors' selfassessment) have sharply right-skewed distributions similar to those of Fig. 3 (see Silverberg and Verspagen, 2007 for a thorough discussion). Notably, this holds also at the level of individual technology fields (Schankerman, 1998) . Therefore, in our interpretation, the shape of the distribution of WRI* provides further corroboration of its plausibility as indicator of patent quality.
The distribution of high quality patents over time and across industries
What are the implications of the indicator of patent quality based on Woodcroft's Reference Index for the debate concerning the timing and scope of the Industrial Revolution? Fig. 4 charts the cumulative distribution of patents of different quality over time. The thin lines represent the cumulative distribution of patents that are in the top 0.5%, 1% and 5% percentiles in terms of their quality scores measured using WRI*. The thick line represents the cumulative distribution of the total number of patents. Fig. 4 may be interpreted as comparing the evolution over time of the stock of knowledge embodied in patented macroinventions (the top percentiles) and in patented microinventions (the total number of patents). The dotted line represents the cumulative distribution of a set of "important patents" (this set contains all the patents that have been mentioned in at least two lists of important patents used in the previous section: DNB, Allen "Great Inventor", Allen "Macro Inventor" and Baker). We have plotted the cumulative distribution of this set of patents in order to compare it with those of the patents in the top percentiles of WRI*. Fig. 4 shows that the cumulative distribution of high quality patents tends to "anticipate" the cumulative distribution of the total patents. In particular, the cumulative distribution of the top 0.5% percentile reaches a level of 50% in 1794 (in the same year the cumulative distribution of "important patents" is also reaching a level of 50%), whereas the cumulative distribution of total patents reaches a level of 50% only in 1823, almost thirty years later. It is instructive to compare this time profile with the estimates of productivity growth produced by Crafts and Harley. According to Crafts' most recent estimates, total factor productivity growth was negligible in the period 1760-1780. It increased to 0.3% per year in the period 1780-1831 and from there to 0.75% per year in 1831-1873 (Crafts, 2004, p. 522) . It is relatively straightforward to put forward an explanation that can accounts for the temporal patterns of Fig. 4 : the classical take-off period (1760-1801) should be regarded as the phase in which several macroinventions in the sense of Mokyr (1990) emerged. In this interpretation, the time profile of the high quality patents in Fig. 4 (in particular the top 0.5%) is capturing the time dynamics of these macro inventions. However, the impact of these macroinventions on productivity growth became fully manifest only after a stream of microinventions (possibly represented in Fig. 4 by the cumulative distribution of total patents) improved their technological performance and cost effectiveness. In this way, the distribution over time of high quality patents may be reconciled with the dynamics of productivity growth posited in Crafts and Harley (1992) revisionist account. Turning our attention to the scope of technical change, it is possible to use the quality indicator to carry out a simple accounting exercise aimed at singling out the relative contribution of different industries to overall technical change during this period. Given the imperfections of our indicator, we should consider this accounting exercise nothing more than a rough back of envelope type of calculation. In particular, since we are going to use the mean of WRI* as a weight for the quality of patents, we will obtain results that are smoothing the impact of radical innovations over many patents, neglecting the distinction between macro and micro innovations. The results of the exercise are reported in Table 10 . The first two columns of the table contain the number of a patents in each industry and their average quality (WRI*). 22 The third column of the table contains the patenting rates calculated by Moser (2010) . These patenting rates are computed as the share of British inventions at the Crystal Palace exhibition of 1851 that were patented. The purpose of this column is to provide some indication of the different propensity to patent of different industries. The fourth column reports the share of each sector in total inventive output computed using the number of patents. The fifth column reports the share of each sector in total inventive output computed as number of patents weighted by their average quality. The sixth column reports the shares in inventive output weighted by average quality when we use the patenting rates of Moser (2010) for trying to adjust for the different patent propensity of the sectors. This adjustment consists in dividing the number of patents in each sector for the patenting rate. 23 The results of Table 10 seems to point to a pattern of technical change that is widespread and not localized in few sectors (although, it is interesting to note that, for all our three approaches to measurement, three industries such as textiles, engines and chemicals account for more than 30% of inventive output). The adjustment for the average quality of patents does not seem to have a major effect the industrial concentration of inventive output and as such these results are broadly consistent with those obtained by Sullivan (1990) who has used simple patent counts for measuring inventive output. Interestingly enough, the adjustment for the propensity to patent has instead a much stronger effect on the shares of inventive output. In particular, when adjusted for patenting propensity, the share of the paper industry becomes much larger. In fact, the paper industry was an industry witnessing important technical changes, but characterized by a very low patent propensity (Moser, 2010) . However, even after adjusting for the propensity to patent, inventive output remains fairly widespread across industries. However, the sharply skewed nature of the distribution of the quality of patents discussed in the previous section, suggests that, in order to shed light on the nature of technical change, is probably more revealing to consider the distribution across industries of the patents in the top percentiles of the quality scores. In this case, our underlying assumption is that is the restricted group of macroinventions situated in the tails of the quality distributions that are critical for productivity growth. Table 11 shows the concentration of patents of different quality across industries over the period 1702-1841 measured using the Herfindahl index and concentration ratios. 24 Patents in the top percentiles of the quality scores (top 0.5%, top 1%) exhibit a remarkably higher degree of concentration than patents of lower quality (top 50% and the total patent sample). In Table 11 we have also displayed the degree of industrial concentration for the set of important patents (defined as in Fig. 4 as the set of patents that have been mentioned simultaneously in at least two lists of "important patents"). The level of concentration for this set of patents is similar to that of the top 0.5% percentile. Overall, Table 11 suggests that, although total patents were relatively widespread across industries as pointed out by Sullivan (1990) , 25 technological blockbusters (patents of very high quality) were remarkably more localized.
This result, in our view, provides an interesting hint for reconciling the Crafts-Harvey view with the patent evidence.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have proposed a new indicator (WRI*) of the quality of English patents in the period 1617-1852 based on Woodcroft's Reference Index. We have also explored the properties of this indicator and our preliminary results appear quite encouraging. We have established that the quality indicator is positively correlated with four different lists of "important patents" (patentees included in the 22 Note that since we have used the average number of references to benchmark the quality of patents, the average patent quality at the level of the total sample is equal to 1. 23 For the sectors for which patenting rates were not available we have used the aggregate patenting rate of 0.12. 24 The Herfindahl index was computed as H = ∑ s i 2 where s i is the share of patents of given quality in industry i. The higher the value of H the higher the degree of concentration: in this formulation, the index ranges from 1/21 (≅ 0.048) when patents are evenly distributed across industries, to 1 when all patents are concentrated in one single industry. It is also instructive to consider the equivalent number (1/H) that indicates the number of industries with equal size corresponding to the level H of concentration. The C3 concentration ratio is the sum of the shares of the three industries with the largest shares. 25 The Herfindahl index for columns 4, 5 and 6 in Table 10 are respectively equal to 0.07 (this, of course, is the same as column 6 in Table 11 ), 0.07 and to 0.09.
DNB, in the two lists of "great inventors" recently compiled by Allen (2009) and in the list of significant patents constructed by Baker (1976) ). One of the merits of the WRI* indicator in comparison with the "great inventors" approach is that it provides a proxy for quality at the invention rather than at the inventor level. One further advantage (in comparison both to the great inventor lists and to Baker's list of significant patents) is that WRI* index can be calculated for all patents. Instead one of the obvious limitations of the adjusted WRI* index in comparison with "great inventors" approach is that the former is restricted to patented inventions, whereas the latter can include also inventions that were not patented. We have also established that the distribution of WRI*, both at aggregate level and at the level of individual industry, is sharply right-skewed and similar to the empirical evidence found in contemporary studies of value of patents. In a broader perspective, we think that the WRI* indicator and, more generally, Woodcroft's Reference Index have some very interesting potential for helping us to shed further light on some of the ongoing debates on the timing and scope of innovation during the Industrial Revolution. The WRI* indicator presents the advantage of being of relatively easy computation and it seems capable to provide a reasonable proxy for the economic value of patents, which can fruitfully complement simple patent counts as indicator of innovation in this historical period. In particular, it has been frequently pointed out that the patent evidence lends support to a traditional view of the Industrial Revolution as a dramatic acceleration of technical change taking place in the second half of the eighteenth century and affecting simultaneously many sectors (Sullivan, 1989 (Sullivan, , 1990 Temin, 2000, p. 845) . Our proposed indicator of patent quality seems instead to offer a way of reconciling the patent evidence with the "revisionist view" put forward by Crafts and Harley (1992) . Concerning the timing of the Industrial Revolution, our findings seem in line with a traditional chronology and confirm that the second half of the eighteenth century (1762-1801) was the critical historical phase with a clustering of critical technical breakthroughs (top-quality patents). However, it is important to take into account that the full impact of these macro "prototype" inventions on productivity growth became visible only after a phase of adaptation, improvement and refinement by means of streams of microinventions. Thus the time profile of high quality patents that we have reconstructed using the WRI* indicator appears to be consistent with the dynamics of productivity growth estimated by Crafts and Harley (1992) . In terms of the scope of the change, our findings indicate that, although total patents were relatively widespread, top-quality patents (i.e., those covering technological blockbusters) were much more concentrated across industries. If we regard productivity growth as an outcome of the sustained improvement and extension (also to other industrial applications) of these macroinventions, our results indicate that the patent records evidence may indeed be consistent with a view of the Industrial Revolution as a process driven by a few revolutionary industrial innovations localized in a relatively circumscribed segment of the economy. It is worth to conclude with an obvious word of caution. Our findings on the patterns of technical change during the Industrial Revolution are exclusively based on patented inventions. We should not forget however, that in this historical period a very significant amount of inventive activities was undertaken without the coverage of patent protection. Thus, the findings of this paper do not imply that the search for indicators of technical change based on historical sources that are alternative to the patent records is going to become less important. Real progress in our understanding of the historical process of technical change is likely to emerge only by tackling the subject combining systematically different type of indicators and approaches to measurement both on patented and not patented inventions. Note: negative binomial regressions (dependent variable is WRI), robust standard errors in parenthesis; *,**,*** indicate significance levels of (10%,5%,1%). 
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